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LUX* Resorts: 100% carbon free

The protection of the environment is fundamental to LUX* Resorts. While LUX* aims to provide the
best experience for its clientele, it also aims to lead the way to a brighter, carbon clean future. LUX*
has put in place strategies to guide its guests and team to a healthier lifestyle, in line with a policy of
sustainability in the islands in which it operates. Under its green initiative, ‘Tread Lightly’, LUX* Resorts has launched a number of innovative projects, expanding its resources across all its hotels in
Mauritius, Reunion Island and the Maldives, so as to leave only the slightest trace of its presence on
the environment.

In line with the objective to reduce the amount of carbon emission year on year, LUX* has implemented focused energy efficient strategies and key projects such as the ‘Energy Management System’ (EMS), the ‘Carbon Management Strategies’, ‘Laundry Reduction’. Last month the Green Committee collaborated with the Joseph Lagesse Foundation of GML towards a number of activities in
the hotels targeting both clients and team members. Through “Tread Lightly”, LUX* has taken the
initiative of offsetting 100% of the carbon emitted by the guests and intends to further invest in technologies towards the reduction of carbon emissions.
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‘The protection of the environment is fundamental to us at LUX*. We have the responsibility of
raising awareness in our customers and team members towards respecting the environment. This
is why we engage the maximum of guests in our green initiatives. We will pursue our efforts towards reducing our carbon footprint while hoping that others will follow since the protection of the
environment is of great importance for each and everyone of us.’ Vishnee Sowamber, the Green
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Committee representative.

un nouvel outil en ligne destiné aux professionnels du voyage
In order to further reduce its carbon footprint, LUX* Resorts does not import mineral water but
serves rather water drawn from the ground or desalinated on the islands themselves. ‘Earth and
Dance’, from the LUX* brand, are presented to the client without having travelled thousands of
kilometres.
Furthermore, the picturesque looking garden sheds are, in fact, composters in which colonies of
worms work their way into recycling organic waste. The result is that LUX* Resorts uses not one
single drop of fuel for the unnecessary transportation of organic waste to the tip.

Equally relevant is the locally manufactured products. Aromatic herbs and local vegetables are
cultivated in the midst of hotel grounds for use in the kitchen. Thus, LUX* guarantees that the
fresh produce served to the customer is carbon free. Brigitta Misteli, representative of FIFA in
Switzerland, who attended the Annual Conference in Mauritius, made the most of her stay at LUX*

Further information on luxresorts.com
LUX* Resorts is a collection of premium hotels in the Indian Ocean where guests can celebrate island life and enjoy light living; it is the new name and consumer brand for the
luxury hotels previously operated under the “Naïade Luxury Resorts” umbrella. The five resorts in the LUX* portfolio are LUX* Belle Mare, Mauritius; LUX* Le Morne, Mauritius;
LUX* Grand Gaube, Mauritius; LUX* Maldives and LUX* Ile de la Réunion.
The remaining properties previously operated by “Naïade Resorts” will be part of the “Produced by” LUX* Resorts portfolio. These resorts will continue to be known as
Tamassa, Bel Ombre, Mauritius; Merville Beach, Grand Baie, Mauritius and Hôtel Le Récif, Ile de la Réunion as well as Ile des Deux Cocos, Mauritius, a private paradise
island.
In a world where time is precious, each moment matters, experiences and emotions are more valuable than material things. The brand’s Island Light concept is inspired by the
nature, culture, flavours and wares of island life, presenting a true taste of Mauritius, La Réunion and the Maldives. Clear rather than cluttered, free rather than formal, spontaneous rather than predictable, LUX* Resorts are simpler and fresher, lightening, brightening and heightening the island resort concept.
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